
Your team has one hour to answer as many of the following questions as possible (additional 
questions on the back). The team with the most correct answers wins! The 2nd Street sidewalk 
between Main and Walnut Street (Shared Spaces & Tandem Bagels side) is closed due to 
construction. Be safe and enjoy the tour!

Scavenger      

1: According to the audio tour, who else in Andrew Nyberg (“Cog of the Wild”)’s family is an artist?

2: If you fell in love with “Tres Caballos” and wanted to take it home, what is its sell price? 

3: What does the book in “Adventure Tales” say?

4: Who adopted the planter next to “Desert Big Horn”?

5: What sculpture represents mankind’s attempt to control our world and what we can actually regulate?

6: Replicate the pose from “Carmen Marimba.” Take a picture. 

7: Which sculpture represents a metaphor of the human life cycle? 

Hunt

8: What does the green patina color of “Maple Seed” represent?

9: What are the two ways to vote for People’s Choice Award (Deadline Oct 31, 2019)?  (1 pt. each)

10: Take a picture of the Tandem Bagels sign through “Fertile”.



14: List 3 of the road signs depicted in Passenger Side. You will receive 1 point for each answer 
another team does not name.

15: What’s on the inside of “Prairie Tamer”?

16: Which artist is inspired by Colorado wildlife? 

17: What material was used to create “Tension”?

18: Draw a picture of “Spring Study 1”. Draw an arrow to indicate where the artist signature is.

19: What is in “Horse”’s mouth? 

20: Where is Cammeron Stalheim’s signature?

Bonus point: Post a picture of you/your group enjoying the Walking Sculpture Tour 
to CityArt Mankato’s Facebook page @cityartmankato.

11: How many washers are on “Seahorse”’s fins?

12: What year was The Shepherd sculpted?

13: Who represents everything good for man and who made everything bad according to the 
Iroquois creation story?

21: How long is the tour?

22: Which sculpture was created by students?

23: Who is the angel of inspiration? 
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